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we use the beauty of every day 
to make every day more beautiful
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A SPANISH
ICONIC
BRAND

CREATIVITY

UNIQUE 
ART&CRAFT 

PROCESS

INTERNATIONAL 
PRESENCE AND 
RECOGNITION

QUALITY, EXCELLENCE
AND EXCLUSIVENESS

INNOVATION AND 
CONTINUOUS 

EVOLUTION

New York

THE BEGINNINGS EXPANSION INNOVATION PERFECTION NEW PATHSCONSOLIDATION

The ‘60s The ‘70s The ‘80s The ‘90s The 2000s The 2010sThe ‘50s

MAIN VALUES

Established in 1953, Lladró is a worldwide leader 
in the design, manufacturing and distribution of 

an extensive range of art porcelain creations. High 
quality works entirely handcrafted in Valencia, at 
the only Lladró factory in the world.  

The successful story of an iconic Spanish brand. 
A global leader in luxurious porcelain art and a 
benchmark for lifestyle internationally. 

A STORY OF
PASSION FOR ART
IN PORCELAIN

DIVERSIFICATION
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MADE IN SPAIN FOR THE ENTIRE WORLD
Presence in over 100 countries

PRODUCT RANGE

LLADRÓ NAOSPECIAL
PROJECTS

PORCELAIN SCULPTURES LIGHTING HOME ACCESSORIES FASHION
ACCESSORIES

With factory and headquarters in Valencia (Spain), Lladró
has a selected network of own boutiques in the world’s

major cities and around 1,000 authorized retailers.
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home decor

After six decades revolutionizing the fi eld of decorative 
arts with its consummate control of sculpture, Lladró 

continues to create new lines of innovative products that 
elicit luxurious design while respecting the brand’s roots. 
Lladró offers spectacular lighting and home décor crea-
tions with the unique qualities brought by this fine ma-
terial. Enter its fascinating world and discover the huge 
potential of porcelain to create welcoming interiors. 

Delicate yet tough, seductive and practical. Porcelain is 
this and more, transcending the ages with its timeless 

properties. A strong material setting trends for centuries, 
with endless potential to elevate any space. 

lighting
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01023907
IVY&SEED PENDANT

BLACK
86½ x 9”

01023802
IVY&SEED CHANDELIER

8 L. WHITE GOLD
41¼ x 27½“

01023847
IVY&SEED CHANDELIER
32 L. OCEAN
65 x 59 “

Seeds and warm light... the perfect combination to make 
Nature bloom is also the inspiration for Lladró’s new ligh-

ting collection Ivy&Seed. A series of porcelain chandeliers 
harmonically combining elements of plants like bulbs, roots, 

leaves and petals. 

The new Ivy&Seed collection gets off  to a start with a wide 
range of models, sizes and colors that make it the most 

versatile in the Lladró catalogue, ideal to adapt to the tastes 
of individual clients as well as decorative contract projects. 
Available in models with 8, 16, 20 and 32 lights, these chan-
deliers come in five standard sizes, with the possibility to 
customize them by varying the height as well as the number 
and composition of the lights. 

Ivy&SEED
COLLECTION

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/ivyandseed 
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01023322 
BDN -TABLE LAMP- GOLD (US)

22½ x 7¾“ 

01023318 
BDN -WALL 2L- GOLD (US)

14¼ x 11½“ 

01023309 
BDN -CHAND.12L- GOLD (US)
29½ x 25½“ 

Lladró’s Belle de Nuit lamps speak to us in a new language 
of porcelain and color. They give off a warm light thanks 

to the lithophanes as shades, engraved with diff erent decora-
tive motifs. The rest is down to the wealth of Lladró’s palette of 
colors: from the most classic model in white to the fun multi-
color version, Belle de Nuit lamps decorate, illuminate and, 
above all else, add that exclusive magical touch to your favourite 
rooms. 

29½ x 25½“ 

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/belledenuit
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The Winter Palace chandeliers seem to be lifted directly 
from a fairytale castle, transforming the crystal into por-

celain and the fabric of the lampshades into lithophanes.

 When turning them on, the transparency of the porce-
lain brings out the patterns etched by hand on the 

surface and bathes us in a warm, welcoming light. 

01023486 
WINTER PALACE CHANDELIER

6 L. GOLD (US)
35½ x 27½“ 

01023489 
WINTER PALACE CHANDELIER

12 L. WHITE (US)
47¼ x 31½“    

Winter Palace
COLLECTION

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/winterpalace
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While seemingly opposites, organic and fan-
tasy make the perfect couple. And the best 

example are the lamps in the Naturofantastic 
collection, ornamented with natural motifs born 
from the imagination of Lladró artists.

In black or white, inspired by the wealth of tropical 
coloring or with the complex technique of golden 

luster, there are diff erent decorative versions as well 
as models that come with fabric or translucent 
porcelain lampshades. Cheerful lamps that remind 
us that fantasy is relevant to modern design.  

  01023728
 NATUROFANTASTIC - TABLE LAMP 

ORGANIC NATURE (GOLD) 
20 ¾ x Ø 6¾” 

  01023744 
NATUROFANTASTIC - TABLE LAMP 

LIVING NATURE (BLACK)  
21 ¼ x Ø 6¼” 

01007937 
NATUROFANTASTIC

HANGING LAMP
GOLDEN (US)

67 x 4 “   

01023149 
NATUROFANTASTIC
6 LIGHTS LAMP (US)

67 x 15¾“
6 LIGHTS LAMP (US)

67 x 15¾“

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/naturofantastic
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 01017237 
NIAGARA CHANDELIER
0.80 M. GOLD (US)
67 x 31½“

 01017039 
FAIRY LIGHT II

WALL LIGHT (US)
8¼ x 5 “    

01017047 
FREEZE FRAME I

HANGING LAMP (US)
67 x 9½“     

The German Designer Bodo Sperlein focused on Nature 
using delicate elements of existing brand’s pieces to create 

design lead products for Lladró’s Re-Cyclos project. A collection 
of surprising decorative and functional pieces that underline 
the beauty and quality of detail of all Lladró works.

by bodo sperlein

8¼ x 5 “    

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/recyclos
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Lladró reinforces the functional aspect of its crea-
tions with a wide-ranging catalogue of lamps 

that are consolidating the brand’s reputation within 
the lighting sector worldwide while still showcasing 
unparalleled sculptural qualities.

01023058 
SCIENTIA - LAMP (US)

26½ x 11¾“    

01008553 
MEDITATING WOMAN LAMP I (US)

22½ x 11¾“   

01023030 
BEAUTIFUL ANGEL - LAMP (US)

19¼ x 9¾“ 

01023086 
ATTENTIVE GREYHOUND

LAMP (US)
27¼ x 13¾“ 

01008553 
MEDITATING WOMAN LAMP I (US)

22½ x 11¾“   

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/tablelamps

Table Lamps
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01007831 
VANITY MIRROR
(WHITE / SILVER)
16¼ x 11½“  

01007159 
EIGHT SIDED MIRROR

(BLACK & WHITE)
31½ x 31½“   

01007773 
OVAL MIRROR (WHITE)

36½ x 22¾“    

01007159 
EIGHT SIDED MIRROR

(BLACK & WHITE)
31½ x 31½“   

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/mirrors

Lladró mirrors reinvent every space in your home. Porcelain 
objects in original finishes and colors, which fit in every 

decorative atmosphere. The ample Lladró mirrors catalogue 
includes detailed ornamented designs, geometrical and orga-
nic looking pieces and mirrors in very pure and casual shapes. 
Exclusive creations, some of limited edition, which adapt to 
every location and space.  

mirrors
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Lladró vases are unquestionably one of the best examples of 
the variety of styles and fi nishes of the brand’s work.

Whether straight simple lines or profusely decorated, 
smooth or with relief, they are all meticulously ornamen-

ted and hand painted.

Almost as if it was a canvas painting, the Lladró artists deploy 
all their skill and talent in these pieces, updating a product 

which is an excellent example of the brand’s new aesthetic 
paths.

01008621 
POPPY FLOWERS VASE

(PURPLE)
11 x 9¾“  

01009211 
PEONIES VASE

 16½ x 9½“

01008726 
SPARROWS VASE

(BLACK)
 10¼ x 6¼“ 

PEONIES VASE
 16½ x 9½“

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/vases

Vases
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01008697 
FLOCK OF CRANES

Base included
17 ¾ x 8 ¾“    

01009230 
SAMURAI WARRIOR

Base included
23 ½ x 17 ¼ “ 

01009275 
AFRICAN SAVANNAH
Base included  
11½ x 47¼“ 
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Lladró’s wide-ranging catalogue of sculptures embraces 
everything from glazzed finishes in soft hues to matte 

white finishes or bright decorations in saturated colors. The 
artistry and technical capabilities of the Lladró artists are the 
result of more than sixty years of experimentation in this 
complex but unique material, porcelain.  

Nowadays, they are capable of creating the most specta-
cular porcelain pieces in the world. Porcelain creations that 

personalize all kind of ambiences, whether classic or modern, 
minimalist or decorative. 

Sculptures

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/sculptures 23
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VOLUTES CANDLE
3¼  x 3¼ x 3¼”  

NOSE CANDLE
3¼  x 3¼ x 3¼”  

PERFUME DIFFUSER
9½ x 2¼“     

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/fragances

Jasmine, orange blossom, vanilla, wood... Your home is your 
temple, your private space and your refuge, and there is a 

Lladró Home Fragrance that is just right for it.  Natural essences 
combined with the artistic touch of handcrafted porcelain to 
decorate your home with aromas. Either in scented candles or 
in liquid perfume diff users, Lladró Fragrances will ensure you 
a unique aromatic experience. 

volutes & nose candle
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by lladró lab

echoes of nature

A garden in Spring, a stroll by the sea, the 
cozy smell of Mom’s baking wafting from 

the kitchen... Lladró’s Echoes of Nature Collec-
tion of scented candles are a gift for the sen-
ses. Elegant white satin glass vases crowned 
by porcelain covers decorated with shapes 
and colors related to the treasured aromas. 
Home Fragrances evoking our most cherished 
moments. Once the wax is consumed, they be-
come beautiful objects with an attractive de-
sign that displays nicely in a group.  

01040144
TROPICAL BLOSSOMS

01040145
GARDENS OF VALENCIA

01040146
A SECRET ORIENT

01040148
I LOVE YOU, MOM

01040151
ON THE PRAIRIE

4¾ x 3¼“
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Lladró invites you to an exotic journey  in a collection of diff users 
and scented candles inspired by the fascinating and mysterious 

Orient. The vases in the One Thousand and One Lights are entirely 
made in porcelain and their evoking shapes and colors are perfect 
for relaxing and enjoying your private moments. Once the wax or 
the liquid is consumed, they can be used as functional objects with 
an attractive design that look nice grouped together.

by lladró lab

one thousand and one lights

01040153
WINTER LEE CANDLE

7 x 4”

01040154
WINTER LANE CANDLE
6¼ x 4¼”

by lladró lab

winter candles

01040154
WINTER LANE CANDLE
6¼ x 4¼”6¼ x 4¼”

Discover the entire collection at www.lladro.com/fragances
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